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1 A TRACT

The OH-stretching fundamental, and the first, second, and third OH overtone

vibrations have been examined using pure, and Ge3 2 -doped graded index, fused silica optical
fibers having OH contents from <I ppm to >10" ppm. The previously reported component

substructure of the fundamental OH-stretching c,-ntour was found to be repeated in the

overtones, along with a set of combinations involving fundamental vibrations of fused silica.

Several new vibrations were uncovered and assignet.. Examinations of deuterated OH samples

helped to verify the assignments. The spectral arc- dening produced by GeO 2 was interpreted

in terms of a wider range of environments seen by he OH oscillators, compared to pure fused

silica.
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1. IM-oducon

The overtone vibrations of the OH group in fused silica,

particularly the first overtone, are of considerable practical

importance because they give rise to transmission losses in long

optical fibers. The OH-stretching overtones are also of interest

from a fundamental point of view because they provide evidence relating

to bonding and structure in fused silica (2 ) as well as in other

- i glasses. (3,4,5)

When water is incorporated into fused silica, silanol groups, Si-OH, are formed, ( 6 )

as opposed to the discrete H20 molecules found in crystalline quartz. (7 ) Further, the

vibrational frequencies of the OH groups in fused silica are sensitive to the surrounding

environment because the OH vibrations are decoupled dynamically from the Si versus OH

vibrations. The fundamental OH-stretching vibrations occur within the 3000-4000 cm- 1 region,

whereas the Si versus OH stretching occurs near 970 cm-i.(6) This environmental sensitivity

leads to structured fundamental and overtone OH-stretching contours in

both the infrared and Raman spectra, the analysis of which provides an

understanding of the structure and properties of the wet glass.

Examination of the shapes of the fundamental Raman and infrared OH-stretching

contours from pure fused sfica indicates the presence of substructure. The maxir m Raman

and infrared intensities occur at 3690 cm- and 3665 cm-,(2'8) respectively, and each

* spectrum shows a shoulder near 3610 cm-'; ( 2'8 ) themr is also a maximum in the depolarization

ratio near 3620 cm-'.(8) These observations constitute definite physical evidence for three

OH-stretching components near 3690 cm- 1, 3665 cm-', and 3610 cm- '. Further,

decomposition of the Raman and infrared OH-stretching contours into Gaussian components

indicates a fourth broad, weak component near 3510 cm-.(2) The component substructure

should thusdaso be ,eyident.in 4e overtones,..although complications due to anharmonicity, or

to combinations, etc., are to be expected. (The detailed nature of the interactions leading to

" the ,four OH-stretching components has been described previously, ( 2 ) and will not be

6
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considered here.)

* In this work we have examined the first, second, and third OH-stretching overtones

in long lengths of fused silica optical fibers, and re-examined the fundamental region for thick

silica samples, both deuterated and undeuterated. We also have obuined the Ramnan spectrum

of the first OH-stretching overtone, which is extremely weak.

The picture that emerges is one in which the fundamenta. contour consists of three

or four OH-stretching components, plus several combination wo~es. These features are

repeated in the substructure of the first three overtones, and cm be identified in slightly

modified form in the OH overtone substructure of GeO 2-doped silicm Several weak features of

the absorption spectra, some previously unreported, are explaine 1. Also, we observed a

resolved absorption maximum in a deuterated sample which may trise from a combination

mode which is unresolved in the undeuterated spectrum. Tl.c details of the present

fundamental and overtone observations and assignments follow.

2. Expefimnrnal

Fundamental infrared absorbance spectra in tk-. range of 600 to 4950 cm-1 were

obtained from samples of Saapril-2, Spectrasl, and Ameii MO-3, and also from samples of
4~

the same materials in which the OH was partially deuteratod by OH i-OD exchange.~9 The

OH content of the undeuterated samples ranged from about 102 to 13ppm. The absorbance

spectra were obtained with a Nicolet 7000 Foutier transform infrared (FTIR) instrument. Each

absorbsance spectrum is the Fourier transform of an average of 1.28 interferograms. FTIR

difference spectra were also obtained from linear combinations of deuterated and undeuterated

absorbance spectra.

Deuterated samples of Suprasil-2,_Spectrasil. and TW- it; the form of rods -I cm

in diameter were obtained by OH-3OD exchange. The rods were heated for 5 days at 1000*C

w~in a-D2 atmosphere to produce the isotopic exchange. However, twxause the doeation was

not complete, a smanl fraction of the original OH1 remained. Tb.e deuterated rods wets then cut
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into appropriate lengths and the ends were optically polished.

In order to observe the OH-stretching overtone spectra, it was necessary to use very

long sample lengths. This was accomplished by the use of optical fibers. Appropriate lengths

were used depending on the OH content of the silica, and the overtone under study. (The

maximum absorbances per cm of the OH-stretching fundamental and overtones are:

fundamental, 10-/ppm OH; first overtone, 5Xl0- 5/ppm OH, second overtone, 101/ppm OH;

and, third overtone, 10- 7/ppm OH.) ( 9 ) Fibers of Spectrasil (>103 ppm OH), Suprasil

(>103 ppm OH), and Amersil TO-8 (>102 ppm OH) were made by drawing silica rods to a

diameter of 125 jm in an electric furnace. A protective coating of Nylon was added

immediately after drawing. The GeO2 "doped silica fibers were graded-index multimode, or

step-index single-mode core, silica-clad fibers, with plastic outer coating of the type commonly

used in fiber optics research. (1 0 ) The light-guiding core of the graded-index fiber has a GeO2

concentration varying from about 14 percent at the center, to zero at the core-cladding

boundary (parabolic profile). Thus its absorption spectrum represents a weighted average of

those from pure silica to 14 percent GeO2 . The core of the single-mode fiber is uniformly

. doped with about 5 percent GeO 2 .

When light propagates in a low-loss optical fiber, attenuation in the spectral regions

of the OH-stretching overtones results mainly from the overtone absorption--the attenuation

from Rayleigh scattering is relatively small. When light enters the core of an optical fiber, the

decrement in the light power spectrum ILM) is given by

dIL(X) - - [aa(X) + a(?)IILPL)dL , (1)

where a (A).is tbe absorptiop 1, " coefficient, •sO,) is the scattering loss coefficient, and X is

the wavelength. Then

I J -lD i i I -
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.~P' ]L(.)ed + .A)1(L2-L,)
ltm O,) (2)

and

1 IL (A)
aa() + t ) (A) -2 -L , II,) In(3)

where L, and L2 are fier lengths for which the emergent light is measured (for a fixed light

input). Because ea ( V), and as(X) in additive, the absorbance contour can be taken as the

portion of the attenueiion spectrum above the background scattering curve. In the present

work a tungsten-halogen lamp was employed as a light source. Spectra were obtained with a

Jarrell-Asb 0.25 m mot ochromator; we determined that the resulting spectral shapes were not

limited by the low inr trumental resolution. Because the absorbance measurement performed

* here is a ratio measurement, it is independent of factors related to the spectral sensitivity of the

measurement system.

Raman specra of the first OH-stretching overtone region were also obtained using

1r 20 to 115 m of pure fused silica fiber having OH contents ranging from about 500-1300 ppm.

- Interference-tilteie anon ion laser radiation at 483.0 am was used for excitation, with an

Instruments S.A. H02S holographic grating double monocbromator having enhanced red

sensitivity. "lie overtone Raman spectra were extremely weak, however, and yielded data of

limited value.

Infrared ft edameutal and overtone contours were decomposed into Gaussian

components using a D. Post 310 analog computer.

?~
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3. F..*'m,,ntal Re,.ults

A. Infrared Fundamental OH- and OD-Sretching Region

FTIR absorbance spectra corresponding to the fundamental OH-stretching region

(3100-4900 cm- 1) from Spectrasil and Suprasil-2 samples, both containing -10 ppm OH are

shown in Fig. 1. The absorbance scale was expanded to show the presence of weak, newly

observed components. Components previously reported at 3690, 3665, 3605-3620, and

3510 cm - 1(2 ) occur within the saturated peak. Fig. I shows a pronounced shoulder at

3850 cm-i and a weak maximum at 4520 cm- 1. The weak foot at 4100 cm-1 and the shoulder

near 4450 cm- 1 constitute newly observed features.

The 3100-4900 cm-i region of the spectrum is also shown in Fig. 2 for a deuterated

sample of Spectrasil. The appearance of a resolved maximum at 3340 cm - 1 is noteworthy.

To show the OD-stretching region of the deuterated sample without interference

from silica overtones, an FTIR difference spectrum. AoD - k AoH (here k-3.981) computed

S from a linear combination of deuterated, AOD, and undeuterated, AoH, absorbance spectra, was

required, Fig. 3. The OD-stretching shoulder shown in the figure near 2850 cm - t is the analog

of the OH-stretching shoulder at 3850 cm- 1 .

Infrared difference peaks at 775 : 10 and 950 : 10 cm-1 were obtained from

Suprasil-2 and deuterated TO-4. Fig. 4. The peak at 950 :t 10 cm - 1 was observed and assigned

in previous Raman studies ( 5 ' 6' 1 1) to Si versus OH stretching. The peak at 775 :t 10 cm- 1 is

new, and is assigned to the torsional oscillation '(OH)of protons in bent Si-O-H units.

The major components of the fundamental OD-stretching contour were also

obtained from infrared difference spectra. AOD - k Ao4 l. Computer analysis revealed four

Gaussian components near 2720 t 10, 2700 ± 10. 2670 : 10, and 2595 : 20 cm - 1.

All results of this section are tabulated in Table I.

i 1' V
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B. FErst. Second, and Third Overtone ON-Stretching Contours of Pure Sailca

Infrared absorbance spectra corresponding to the first, second, and third OH-

stretching overtones have been obtained using optical fibers. These spectra are shown in

Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Each ,: "the contours was analyzed into Gaussian components as shown in

the figures. It is evident ! 'at the decomposition could be accomplished with four components,

and that the set of components is very similar for each overtone, both in relative amplitude and

in relative width.

The Gaussian (omponent peak frequencies " from Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are plotted in

terms of F/v venus v in '8ig. 8. (The vibrational quantum number of the upper state is here.1

designated by v.) When the apparently related components of the various overtones are

connected by smooth lin,'s, correlation with the fundamental is obvious and unequivocal.

(Anharmonicity requires Lhat the curves decrease monotonically.) The curved lines shown in

F;.S represent least squ:res fits to an equation in which F/v is quadratic in v. The curves

* •labeled 1, 2, and 3 have s. iilar shapes (downward concavity), whereas the curve labeled A, has

a markedly different shapv (upward concavity). An explanation for the opposite curvature of

curve A involvirg a combination vibration is given in Section 4(B).

,1 , Compont-nts corresponding to the fundamental region and to the Gaussian

icomponents of Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are bracketed in Table I, and grouped according to the

correlations of Fig. 8 in Table 13.

C. Raman Specrum of the FPra OH-,r.sching Overtone

Raman spectra of the OH-stretching overtone were obtained using pure fused silica

optical fibers with OH centents between 500 and 1300 ppm. The Raman signal obtained was

104 times weaker t% an the fundamental signal, in part because of decreasing system sensitivity

at the Raman waveleng.t. Broad weak asymmetric contours on a stuogly sloping background

Swere observed which psi ked near 7225 :t 50 cm- '. The Raman overtone contour exhibited

rapid high-frequency fall.off and a low-frequency tail, i.e., its appearance was similar to that of

St
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the fundamental. The agreement between the overtone Raman peak position at 7225 ±t

50 cm - 1 and the first infrared overtone at 7260 cm - 1 is satisfactory in view of the weakness of

the Raman spectra.

D. First and Second OH-Stretching Overtone Absoriionsfrom GeO 2-doped Optical FibersI We also obtained OH-stretching overtone spectra of GeO2 -doped optical fibers.

Both the graded-index multimode fibers, and the step-index single mode fibers, described

earlier, were employed. For the graded-index fiber, a length of 500 m was needed to or.ain the

first overtone spectrum, and a length of 900 m was required for the second overtone. 'ne third

overtone could not be observed clearly because of the low OH content (<I prm). f'lso the

Rayleigh scattering loss is predominant over the OH absorption loss at the shorter wave lengths

resulting in a very steep background level above which the absorption profile had to be

measured. These spectra are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. As in the case of the spectra f: c m pure

silica fibers, we could resolve each OH-stretching contour into four Gaussian componp ats, two

broad and two narrow, with similar relative heights and widths for the three e'ertones.

However, when Figs. 5 and 6 are compared to Figs. 9 and 10, it is apparent t.',at a major

difference results from the GeO2 doping, namely, that the amplitude and breadth of component

41 2 increased for the doped sample. Instead of being slightly weaker and slightly broader than

component 1, as for pure silica, component 2 becomes much more intense end much broader,

*, resulting in a significant broadening of the entire OH-stretching contour.

Finally. an example of intermediate GeO2 doping is shown in Fig. 11. Here the

spectrum corresponds to the first OH-stretching overtone from a single mode fibe:-, with a

GeO2 concentration of 4-5 percent. This contour was also decomposed into four Gaussian

components, with component 2 displaying a relative width (but not a relative a.-:plitude)

intermediati betwednthat fiodm-he pure silic tand the graded-index fibers.

The relative peak heights and half-widths of the Gaussian compon,'tns from the

pure silica and GeO2 -doped silica are given for the fundamental and overtone vib utions in

I i



Table U.

4. Discussion and Assignments

A. The Fundai'nezal OH Spectrum

Ccnponents observed in the fundamental OH-stretching spectrum are listed in

Table 1. The components at 3510, 3605-3620, 3665, and 3690 cm - 1 have been previously

identified witl OH-stretching vibrations involving different silica environments. (2) Their

analogs in tht OD spectrum are also listed in Table I. The set of neighboring OH components

at 3850, 410M., and 4450-4520 cm - 1, however, cannot refer to fundamental OH-stretching

vibrations, be:ause the fundamental OH-stretching frequency from H2 0 extrapolated to zero

density at 4CA' C is 3750 cm-I.( 12 ) Thus, it appears that these components are combinations

with silica vibrLtions.

For fused silica, strong infrared absorption peaks occur near 1110, 810, and 450 -

10 cm-1 (this work). Further, Raman features within the one-phonon region occur near 60

(peak). Ii5 'shoulder), 280 (shoulder), 350-375 (shoulder), 432 (peak), 490 (peak), 605

(pea's), 800 (peak), 825 (shoulder), and 1060 (peak) cm-.( 6 ' 13 ) The 1060-1110cm- '

vibmition arises from Si-O stretching,(6) the 800-810 cm- 1 vibration from Si-0-Si bending, ( 14 )

V and the 432-450 cm - 1 vibration may arise from an oxygen vibration along the Si-O-Si bridging

bisector in which no Si motion is involved. ( 15 ) The 490 and 605 cm - 1 peaks arise from silica

network defects. ( 6 ' 13 ) The remaining frequencies are poorly understood.

Alhbougb. a complete vibrational picture is lacking, it is expedient in this work to

employ a grc:;sly over-simplified nomenclature. This nomenclature happens to employ four

vibrations which are convenient for our further analysis, and which refer to the Td symmetry

that the Si. *.tetrahedra would have if theX were not linked on all corners to neighboring

tetrahedn, i-amely, F3-1060(110)cm- 1, -S00(S0)cm - 1, "4-432(450)cm- 1, and

2 s 230 cm- t.(16) (Recent Gaussian component analysis of Raman contours has indicated

that F2 may be doser to 240 cm - 1 or below. ( 17 ) ) Further, to distinguish silica from OH

q I I " :' " : ' ,'
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vibrations, we append the suffixes SiO2 and 01 to the vibrational designations.

Using the nomenclature described, we assign the four features between 3350 and

4520 cm - 1 as follows: 3850 cm - 1, ;,3(OH}+ W'2(SiO 2); 4100 cm - 1, il(OH) + i,(SiO2 );

4450 cm- ', ; 3(OH) + ; 1(SiO 2); and 4520 cm - ', (possibly) *4(OH) + W3(SiO 2). Evid' nce for

these assignments is presented in Section B.

B. Overtone Speara

From the assignments of the fundamental OH vibrational spectrum iiven in

Section A, it is possible to treat the overtone spectra in a satisfactory manner, consis. :nt with

anharmonicity and infrared overtone activity. In Fig. 8, Section 3(B), we identified the W/v

values for v - I on curves 1, 2, and 3 as OH-stretching fundamental compon,:nts. In

Section 4(A) we assigned the A curve of Fig. 8 to a combination tone. However, treaiment of

the 3850 cm -1 combination by the method of Fig. 8 yields a curvature different from that of

components 1, 2, and 3. The combination labeled A in Fig. 8 refers to the case where

- -(OH) + ;'(SiO2) (4)
V v v

Here, F(OH) refers both to fundamental and overtones, whereas 7(SiO2) refers only to the

fundamental, and v refers only to the OH vibrational levels. Because W(SiO 2 ) is constant,

P(SiO2)/v decreases with increasing v, and thus the curvature of component A. Fig. 8, must be

different from the curvatures of components 1, 2, and 3. (The treatment of comoinations

according to eqn. (4) reduces the number of phonons in the combination to a minimL m for the

various OH overtones.)

Component A and other combination tones are better treated by the rrethod of

Fig. 12. In Fig. 12 the quantity [;'- (SiO 2 )1/v is plotted versus v. Hete " refers to

combination vibrations. The case where i(SiO2) - 0 yields curves 1, 2, and -, taiken from

Fg. S. Definitions of other quantities, eqn. (4). still apply.
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Consider next the three frequencies of Table I at 4450, 8065, and 11470 cm-',

which are assigned as F(OH) + ;",(SiO2), 2F1 (OH) + F(SiO2), and 371(OH) + F1(SiO 2),

respectively. From Fig. 12, it is evident that these combinations fit reasonably well to curve 1.

for the case where ;'1(SiO 2) - 800 cm-'.

Nox consider the four frequencies of Table I at 3850, 7380, 10750, and 13950 cm - .

Again from Fig. 12, it is evident that these four frequencies fit curve 3 reasonably well for

'2(SiO 2) - 280 cm - , or even better for the Gaussian component value of 240 cm-. (17 ) The

assignments ai," as follows: 3850 cm-, '3(OH) + FZ(SiO 2); 7380 cm-1, 2' 3(OH) + F2(SiO 2);

10750 cm- 1, 3;3(OH) + F'(SiO 2); and, 13950 cm - 1, 4*3(OH) + F2(SiO 2).

Finally, the frequencies of 4100, 4520, and 7920 cm - 1 are assigned in Table I to the

combinations, 71(OH) + i'4(SiO2 ), F4(OH) + '3(SiO2 ), and 2; '3(OH) + Fj(SiO2). respectively.

Again from Fig 12, it is evident that reasonable fits are obtained for '4, 3 and 1,(SiO values

of 432, 1060, i,,d 800 cm - , respectively.

Or_- problem would appear to arise from the above combination assignments

involving t, e :.80 and 800 cm - 1 vibrations, in that neither of these vibrations corresponds to

the higbest infrared intensity. However, computer analysis of infrared absorbance spectra,

indittres that the integrated obsorbance of the 280 cm- 1 Gaussian component may be roughly

30-50 percent of the intcgnted absorbance at 450 cm - 1. Further, Gaussian computer analysis

of Faman contours from fused silica indicates that the 280 cm- 1 component (closer to
240 cm- 1) is one of the strongest components in the spectrum.(17) The 800 cm - 1 feature, of

course, is proriinent in both the Raman and infrared spectra. Thus, the intensity problem, if it

exists, does .'ot -seem compelling compared to the treatment of Fig. 12, which appears to

require vibati )ns at 280 and 800 cm - 1.

C. Co ,i wwi InvoAlng Ov.neo. C ,ones-frorm G O 2-doped Fused Sca

Comparisons of Gaussian OH-stretching overtone components between Fis. 5 and 6

and Fip. 9 a~id 10 indicate that the most conspicuous difference involves component 2. The

I I , I I I I1 1- r'



amplitude and width of this component increases with GeO2 doping compared to the other

components, especially component 1.

In wet fused silica, component I is thought to refer to OH oscillators that are

essentially ps-like, whereas component 2 is thought to refer to strongly bent O-H-...O units,
hence nonhydrogen-bonded. ( 2 ) The intensification of component 2. relatzi e to component 1 in

GeO2 -doped fused silica, suggests that the presence of GeO 2 removes those environments.

e.., gas-like or dangling OH groups whose presence gives rise to the high-frequency OH

component, 1. Further, the broadening of component 2 indicates a n- )re varied environment

for the doped glass, compared to pure fused silica.

In reprd to a more varied environment in GeO2 -doped fused silica, it should be

stated that Raman spectra from fused silica doped with 13 percent GeO 2 show features not

present in either pure fused silica or pure GeO2 glass, namely, weak components at 675 and

1000 cm-'.( 1 8 ) These new features are probably associated with Ge-O-Si bridges. Such

bridges would lead to a more varied environment in the mixed glass, and 3e-O-Si-OH as well

asSi-O-Ge-OH linkages would be expected to occur.

Finally, the fundamental OH-stretching Raman peak from wet GeO2 glass occurs

near 3590-3600 cm- 1 and a prominent low-frequency shoulder is also present. ( S) These Raman

OH-stretching features from wet GeO 2 glass would correspond to components 3 and 4 of

Table II. However, it is component 2 that shows the strong relative intensification and

broadening with GeO 2 addition. Thus, from this observation and from examinations of

frequency shifts of "various components, it is evident that Figs. 9 and 10 are nt simple

superpositions of spectra from OH in pure silica or pure GeO2 glass.

5. Summery

The infrared OH-stretching absorption contours from pure n GeO2 -doped fused

silica. corresponding to the fundamental and first three overtone regions have been examined

and analyzed into Gaussian components. The fundamental spectral regio: has been shown to
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consist of several OH-stretching fundamentals due to different silica environments, plus several

nearby combinations involving silica vibrations. The fundamental component substructure has

been found to carry over into each of the overtones resulting in a consistent pattern in good

agreement with the requL.ements of anharmonicity and infrared activity. Critical assumptions

concerning assignments 3f components in the fundamental region have been verified by

comparisons with deuterved samples. The detailed overtone contours were obtained by using

silica fibers, both pure i.nd GeO2 -doped, having lengths to 900 m. The major difference

between the pure and Gc;0 2 -doped silica overtone contours involves a relative intensification

and broadening of one of the Gaussian OH-stretching components, which is related to

structural changes in the inary glass network. The resultant OH-stretching overtone contours

from GeO2 -doped silica ue e considerably broader than from pure silica, primarily because of the

broadening of this one component.
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7. ,ppendix

A. Force Conans anm A t harmodry

Tbhq spei&. groupiags of GaussiawOH-stretching components of Table U1, and the

correlations of Fig. 8, Involved considerations of anharmonicity. In Fig. I, for example, a

criterion was employed that &ll correlations must involve neptive dopes, d(F/v)/dv, as

-,If Ir. . . . . .. .
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demanded by anharmonicity. Moreover, anharmonicity, mechanical and/or electrical, must be

present for infrared and Raman overtone activity to occur at all. Thus, an infrared component

in the fundamental OH-stretching spectrum at 3690 cm - 1 may not be correlated with an

overtone ;/2 position of 3690 cm - 1, because overtone activity would be forbidden. Instead the

3690 cm - 1, fundamental is correctly correlated with an overtone 7/2 position of 3630 cm - 1,

Table II. Additional evidence for the correlations of Fig. 8 and the groupings of Table U comes

* . from more detailed aspects of anharmonicity, Table Ill.

The fundamental infrared OH-stretching peak occurs near 3665 cm- 1 , and the

fundamental Raman peak near 3690 cm-. ( 2 ) From these values it was decided, Table IlI, that

the first, second, and third overtone peaks correlate with the fundamental Raman peak rather

than with the fundamental infrared peak. A factor in this decision involved the first difference,

A,, between successive i/v values. Also peak positions are more accurate than component

positions.

Consider that the fundamental and overtone frequencies are given by " - av - bv2,

or V/v-- by. This means that first differences in '/v values between neighboring

vibrational levels are constant and equal to (-b). From Table III, it is evident that first

differences A, are much more constant for row 2 where the fundamental Raman peak value is

compared, than for row 1, where the fundamental infrared peak is compared. This indicates

that the fundamental infrared peak is anomalous, i.e., that the infrared intensity at 3690 cm - ' is

unexpectedly weak, and it attests to the validity of the Raman and overtone comparisons, vz.,

that the 3690 cm- ' component should be compared with the first, second, and third overtone

components at 3630. 3665, and 3480 cm - , reap., Table II.

The second differences A2 of Table M suggest that a cubic rather than a quadratic

equation is v.- is invblved,.: i.,7 F/v - a - iv + cv, because they are constant, (+2c, or

-10 cm-). In regard to constancy of A2, the peak data of Table [] involving the Raman

comparison are plotted in Fig. 8, along with component I values, which refer essentially to peak
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values. Both plots indicate constant curvature, d2(7/v)/dv 2 - A2- &2, as do the plots for

components 2 and 3.

The least squares equations for component A (despite the fact that it is a

combinatn), and for components 1-3. as well as for the peak values, Table Il, are as follows:

(A) ;/v ,- 4012 ± 56 - (179.5± S1.1)v + (12.5±10.1)v 2,

(1) ;'/v 3734 ± 9 - (38.3±8.5)v + (-6.3± 1.7)v 2,

(2) :,&Vv 3692 ± 6 - (15.5±5.7)v + (-12.5± 1.1)v2,

(3) ;/v , 3624 ± 45 - (-1.9±41.5)v + (-16.8±8.2)v2,

and (peat.) '/v - 3740 ± 1.7XIO- - (45.0± 1.6X10-4)v + (-5.0±3.1XI0-1)v 2.

The positive curvature for component A, d 2(i/v)/dv2 - + 12.5 zt 10.1, compared
2

to the itegative curvature value of -(6.3±1.7), -(12.5±1.1). -(16.8±8.2), and

-(5.0±3.IX10-s), respectively, for components 1-3 and the peak agree with the differing

assignments, namely combinations versus overtones, Table 1. Further, the b values mus be

positive, but the c values can be either positive or negative. All b values are positive, except

tor romponent 3 which yields b - (-1.9±41.5). This b value is uncertain because of errors in

component 3 peak frequency, and thus the negative sign is probably not significant.

The coefficients in the cubic equations F - av - bv 2 + cv3 are related to

fundamentai constants, in cm- 1, as follows:

a-w., b-wx , c-wyandw.-a+b+3/4c. (19)

The force Sohtant k; -4Vl W, represents the curvature of the potential, d2V/dr2 , at the

equili -riur position, r.. Values or w. and k. corresponding to the peak and component

frequencies, 1-3, an as follows: (peak), u. - 3781 cm- ', It, - 7.99XI0' dy-.cm-; (1) w, -
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3768 cm- t , k,- 7.93XI0 dyn-cm-; (2) w- 3698 cm - n, k.- 7.64X10 5 dyn-cm- '; end

(3) w. - 3617 cm - 1, k, - 7.31X10 5 dyn-cm- 1.

B. Ju.ication for the Use of Gaussian Components

Because Gaussian components were employed extensively for fundamental !nd

overtone OH-stretching contours in this work, it is desirable to describe various considerat on

4 leading to their use. In fused silica, OH oscillators are thought to exhibit several prefe-ed

structures, e.g., free or gas-like OH groups (dangling OH groups), strongly bent and thus w: ak

O-H".0 hydrogen bonds, and strong or more linear hydrogen bonds. ( 2 ) These prefernu- l,al

structures cause a clustering of the OH frequencies about certains values, namely, the

component centers.

The decoupled OH oscillators also sense structural distortions, which are bt:th

angular and extensional, and this effect leads to a large broadening about the conporeot

centers. Also, because fused silica is amorphous, the structural distortions are essenti-ttly

random, and hence the component shape is Gaussian. No large Lorentzian character is obv;,:us

experimentally, although the Gaussian component shape could be envisioned as the envel :ie

of a very great number of sharp overlapping Lorentzians whose wings are lost in tt : nnise level

near the base of the OH-stretching contour.

With regard to preferred local structures, it is useful to give an example which refers

to the fundamental OH-stretching component at 3690 cm - 1. The 3690 cm- 1 component occurs

at a frequency only 60 cm -1 below the zero-density vibrational extrapolation for H20 gas at

40"C.( 12 ) This indicates that the OH oscillators involved are nearly free or ps-like. A

reasonable explanttion for this high OH-stretching frequency in fused silica is that adjactnt

silanol groups are thought to be present, Si-OH HO-Si, (6 ) and if one OH group enp.Se i.,U a

moderately ro&ag and thus x.eady. linear hydrogen bond, O-H.O, the adjacent OH grct ip must

be nearly free or danging, because of the requirement that the Si--O-H angle is mrth ,ss

, tiar 190".( 2 0 ) The situation is shown schematically by

k - '
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Finally, Gaussian decomposition of Raman contours from pure fused silica in the

region between 0 and I100 cr.," has recently been very successful. ( I 7) Accurate contour fits

were obtained using only tOose Gaussian components whose centers correspond to

experimentally observed features, such as peaks and well-characterized shoulders, that is, no

extra components were employeI.

O
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CAPTION

TABLE)I

Suggested assignment for vibrational frequencies in cm- 1 corresponding to overtone and

combination vibrations from fused silica containing OH and OD groups. Values in column 1, %D, refer

to % deviation where E is the experimental frequency, and A is the assigned value in cm - . Rows 1-7

refer to OH(OD) fundamentals. For detailed discussion of interactions leading to components 71(OH)

to WP(OH) see Ref. (2). Components in each bracket refer to A, 1. 2 .3, and 4, Table n. Rows 28-31

refer to Si)2 fundamentals.
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TABLE I

%D-
OH Vibration OD Vibration Suggested

A-- -' j100 Frequency (cmrequency Assignment100Frequenc (cm- )

1 775 * 10 OH Torsion

2 950 ±: 10 Si-OH Stretch

3 1595 :1 I0 Si-O-H Rend

4 3510 : 10 2595 ± 20 ;'4 (OH). (OD)

5 3605 - 3620 2670 ± 10 73 (OH), (OD)

6 3665 2700 ± 10 t2 (OH), (OD)

7 3690 2720 ± 10 7' (OH). (OD)

1.1,1.6 3850 ;3(OH) + 2 (SiO2).

2850 ;4(OH) + .(SiO 2)

9 0.5 4100 FI(OH) + ; 4(SiO2 )

10 1.6 3340 F4(OD) + F1(SiO2)

11 0.9 4450 ;',(OH) + W,(SiO2)

12 1.1 4520 ;a'(OH) + ; 3(SiO 2)

13 1.7 7100 27'(OH)

14 1.5 7220 2F 2(OH)

Is 1.6 7260 2F'(OH)

16 1.7 7380 2;'3(OH) + '3(SiO 2)

17 1.3 7920 2F3(OH) + t(SiO 2)

;I 1.4 5065 2F(OH) + ;',(SiO2)

19 32 04 3 3(OH)

.IMos-



TABLE I - (Cont'd)

%D"

OH Vibration OD Vibration Sugested

A 100 Frequency (cm - ) Frequency (cm - ) Assignment

20 3.6 10600 3F2(OH)
I

21 3.3 10700 3,''(OH)

22 3.4 10750 3' 3(OH) + ; 2(S&O2 )

23 3.5 11470 3;'1(OH) + ;'1(SiO 2)

24 7.0 13440 4;*3(OH)

25 6.4 13720 4W2(OH)

26 5.8 13910 4;',(OH)

27 5.6 1 3950 4; 3(OH) + F2(SiO2 )

S'0 2 Vibration Designation

28 280 72(SiO2 )

29 $32 74(SiO2)

30 sO W(SiO2)

31 o60 F(SiO2)

IA
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CAPTION

TABLE 11

Comparison between Gaussian infrared OH-stretching component frequencies for multi-mode

GeOrdoped fused silica, and for pure fused silica optical fibers. Combinations, row A. in parentheses.

Rows 1-4, fundamental and overtones, see Table I. Listed under the frequencies of the Gaussian

components are the relative peak heights and half widths in cm - 1. Half-widths were omitted for the

-I second overtone due to uncertainties.
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TABLE n

AT UNDOPED DOPED
or

pi F2/2 F3 W414 ;/2 F/

A (3850) (3690) (3600) (3490) (3690) (3585)

0.03,250±t 10 0.17,315 0.26,- 0.27,- 0.18,190 0.14,-

1 3690 3630 3565 3480 3613 3535

4 0.53,40t ±5 1.00,95 1.00.- 1.00,- 0.68,100 0.60,-

2 3665 3610 3535 3430 3570 3505

0.67,70±t5 0.86,170 0.82,- 0.64,- 1.00,230 1.00, -

3 3605-3620 3550 3490 3360 3460 3435

1.00,125 0.20,370 0.36,- 0.23,- 0.18,275 0.22.-

/
4 3510±10 -

o.17,18o+1o

. . : . ,,
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CAPTION

TABLE III

First and second differences, A and A2. for comparisons between infrared and Raman

fundamental OH-stretching peak frequencies in cm - j, A;" or Vil, with the corresponding infrared

overtone peak values iz/2, ;/3 and, ;,/4, see Table U1, row 1. Note that A2 values are constant,

-10 cm - .for the Raman peak comparison, but not for the infrared comparison.

"IL _ _I _nnu_ n ii n



TABLE MI

A;"

of 7Z/2(cm-') '3/3(cm- 1) i'J4(cm- l)

!,F.ARED 3665 3630 3560 3480

I 35 -70 -80

" A2  -35 -10

RAMAN 3690 3630 3560 3480

L -60 -70 -80

A2 -10 -10

U
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CAPTION

Fig. I.

Fourier transform infrared absorbance spectra obtained from Suprasil-2 (lower) and

Spectrasil (upper) both containing 103 ppm OH. Arrows refer to tbe positions of broad

shoulders and peaks. Sample thickness, lower spectrum, 10 mm; upper spectrum,

1 mm. Scale of upper spectrum expanded.
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CAPTION

- Fig. 2.

Fourier transform infrared absorbmnce spectrum from deuterated sample of

SpV.1rasil. Note the fully resolved peak at 3340 cm-' to the right side of the intense saturated

maximum. OH-content before deuteration, 103 ppm.
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CAPTION

fig. 3.

FoL ier transform infrared difference spectrum obtained from a linear combination

of deuterated and undeuterated absorbance spectra. The peak of the intense saturated

absorbance shown occurs at 2715 c*. The arrow refers to the central position of a broad weak

shoulder centered near 2850 cm-1.Overtone vibrations from fused silica which interfered with

the OD-st'-tching peak at 2715 cm- 1 wer removed by the difference method.
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' CAPTION

Fig. 4.

Fourier transform infrared differenc, spectra obtained from Suprasil-2, 103 ppm OH,

and deuterated TO-8, OH content before deutc-ation, 102 ppm. Arrows in the upper spectrum

emphasize hydrogenic features near 950 and 775 cm - 1. The intense peak at 1110 cm- ' is a Si-O

stretching vibration not fully removed by the lifference method. The lower spectra. (a) and

(b), refer to the linear combinations Am -- 1.52 0AOD, and A4M - 1.9 02 AoD, reap., for

775 cm- t peak, for which the absorbance scak was expanded. The upper spectrum refers to

the linear combination AoH - 1.505AoD. KBr lisk technique.
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CAPTION

Fig. 5

Infrared absorbance spectrum of the fi-st OH-stretching overtone region from pure

fused silica optical fiber. Four Gaussian componet-ts comprising the contour are shown.
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CAPTION

iig. 6.

Infrared absorbance spectrum of the second OH-stretching overlone region from

pure fused silica optical fiber. Four Gaussian components comprising the contour are shown.
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CAPTION

* Rig. 7.

Infrared stsorbance spectrum of the third OH-stretching overtone region from a

pure fused silica optical fiber. Four Gaussian components comprising the contour are shown.
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CAPTION

I Fg. 8.

Plot of '/v versus v for the peak (diamonds), and Gaussian component centers

(circles) of the fundamental, a~d first, second, and third overtones of the OH-stretching region

from pure fused silica. The quantum number of the upper vibrational state is designated by v.
.4

Designations of Gaussian components A, 1-4, are the same as those of Table I and Figs. S. 6

and 7. The intercepts, labeind a,, a2, a3. for curves 1-3, are discussed in the appendix.

Section 7(A). Note that the curvature for component A is concave upward, whereas the other

components show downward t oncavity. Component A refers to a combination vibration,

whereas the other components refer to overtone OH-stretching vibrations.
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CAPTON

"g. 9.

Infrared absorbance spectruam of the first OH-stre ching overtone region from a

Ge02rdoped fused silica optical fiber. Four Gausiiian compoa . ats comprising the contour are

shown.
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CAPTION

- Fig. 10.

Infrared absorbance spectrum of the second OH-stretchin[ overtone region from

GeOrldoped fused silica optical fiber. Four Gaussian components comprising the contour are

shown.
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CAPTION

ag. 11.

Infrared abs)rbance spectrum of the first OH-stretching overtone region from a

ngle-mode GeOrdopt. fused silica optical fiber. (All other fiber spectra in this article refer to

multi-mode optical fibers, both GeOrdoped and pure, fused silica.) Four Gaussian components

comprising the contour sre shown.
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CAPTION

=, Fig. 12.

Plot of [W - '(SiO 2)1/v versus v for combination vibrations. The quantity refers

to combination vibrations which involve OH and SiO 2 components, whereas the quantity

(SiO 2 ) refers only to fundamental vibrations of SiO 2. The curved lines are from Fig. 8,

components 1-4. The quantum number v refers only to OH vibrational levels -- not to levels

of SiO2. P(SiO2 ) - 300 cm- 1 (*). Upper limit of error bar (f) refers to P(SiO2) - 240 cm - i

(Gaussian component value), whereas lower limit refers to F(SiO 2) - 280 cm- 1. For the

combinations at 4100 cm - 1 (In, 4520 cm - 1 ((0), and 7920 cm- 1 (X), the Raman F(SiO2)

values of 432, 1060, and 800 cm- 1, resp., were used, see Table 1.
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